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writing for the pedal harp - elizabethvolpebligh - writing for the pedal harp 1. the harp is not a piano.
most piano music does not work for the harp. the harp cannot project sound as much as a piano. 2. harpists
use four fingers, not five. ten-note solid chords are not an option. in running figures, the thumb can be slid
onto the note below it, but it is tricky to slide the 4th finger upwards ... the harp is not a piano on its side carolyn mills harp - writing for the harp: a practical understanding of this unique instrument, from a
performer’s perspective by carolyn mills, principal harpist, new zealand symphony orchestra (these are
general guidelines only. consult a harpist near you for more in-depth info.) the harp is not a piano on its side
introduction to composing music for the concert harp - introduction to composing music for the concert
harp occasionally when i am out performing on my harp someone will ask me about how to compose music for
the harp (i’m going to run with harp instead of concert harp from now on). my standard short answer is that it
is similar to writing for the piano. notating music for harp in sibelius - bob zawalich - the article
composing for the harp on the harp spectrum website is a good introduction to writing for the harp. this
document will discuss tools and procedures available for notating harp music in the notation program sibelius.
the principles, if not the details, can be applied to working with other notation programs. the harp is nothing
like the piano - carolyn mills harp - writing for the harp in the orchestra ... the harp is nothing like the
piano often composers want the sound of the harp, but with the capabilities of the piano. this will not work !
the main differences are outlined below. the basic movement – pull vs push ... do not write pedal changes in
possible chord impossible chord impossible chord possible ... - the pedal slide cannot be stretched over
time. pedal buzz if a pedal is held between two pedal notches, it creates a buzz (from the string vibrating
against the metal of the tuning disc). we can produce an immediate buzz (by holding the pedal in half position
before playing), or create a buzz some time after the string has been played. gamelan and the modern
pedal harp of the west: a performer’s - gamelan and the modern pedal harp of the west: a performer’s
perspective on hybridized musical influences in the harp chamber works of bill alves, lou harrison, and alan
hovhaness a dissertation submitted to the graduate school in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree doctor of arts by jaclyn wappel how to adjust your pedal brass - moss harp service - the harp
herald volume 2, issue 2 summer, 2009 how to adjust your pedal brass your harp's pedals are designed to fold
up for safer transportation. folding them up lets you set the harp more securely on a dolly and keeps the d and
a pedals from rubbing on the wheels. folding your pedals also prevents them from being bent when you lay the
harp on music for saxophone and harp: an investigation of the ... - shner, idit, music for saxophone and
harp: an investigation of the development of the genre with an annotated bibliography. doctor of musical arts
(performance), december 2007, 127 pp., 67 musical examples, 14 charts, bibliography, 33 titles. harps and
harpists, revised edition - project muse - made pedal harp of 1806, with “erard frère” inscribed on the
brass neck plate,4 has forty-one strings and measures 64.6 inches (164 cm) in height (plate 10a). no. 410 in
the victor salvi harp collection, an erard double-action pedal harp, made in london c. 1810, has for-ty-three
strings and measures 66.5 inches (169 cm) in height (plate 10b). the london harp sound - calarecords arrangers. how to make all those beautiful pieces playable on the harp—indeed, on many harps—when there
are so many technical details to master when writing for the instrument? not least is to understand the use of
the pedals: seven pedals per harp (one for each note of the scale), and three slots per pedal (one for each
reinhold gliere's concerto for harp and orchestra in e ... - the harp has had several different names with
respect to its various designs: hook harp, single-action pedal harp, double-action pedal harp, and chromatic
harp. for centuries, harp makers strived to improve the instrument so that it could be used for both solo and
orchestral repertoire. orchestration syllabus mucp 4320 and mucp 5320 - • inglefield, ruth and lou anne
neill. writing for the pedal harp: a standardized manual for composers and harpists. • reed, h. owen. scoring for
percussion. • schneider, john. the erat harp manufactory: painted and gilded decoration ... ‘rediscovering cousineau’s fourteen-pedal harp’ examines a recently rediscovered instrument and identifies
cousineau as the originator of the double ... (tna c110/99). the leasing of this property may have coincided
with the writing of erat’s will. if this is the case the will may be dated between 5 june 1812 and 17 july 1812.
figure 1 ...
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